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When Sara born in 1971, she was diagnosed with Cystic fibrosis, a disease which carried a life
expectancy of only twelve years. As a young child, she developed a special connection with
horses, which would metamorphose into a life-changing vocation. Over the ensuing thirty years,
the relationships she formed with four unique equines proved to be a critical asset in her struggle
against Cystic fibrosis. Her life-altering exploits involving the Four prepared and shaped her
personality for an uncertain future, enabling her to persevere against tremendous odds into
adulthood.
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debt of gratitude to my parents, who tolerated an amazing number of shenanigans, loved me
unconditionally, and dedicated themselves to preserving my health. I’m thankful for my
pediatrician, who saved my life with both her care and kindness. I’m so grateful for my siblings,
who have supported me throughout my journey. To all my childhood friends; you were amazing!
I’d like my daughters to know that they have always been a source of inspiration. For my
husband and partner of thirty years, who has steadfastly encouraged my dreams and taught me
so much along the way; your love and support have made all the difference. IntroductionWithin
weeks of an ordinary birth in 1971, my health inexplicably spiraled downwards. Specialists
floundered for three months before diagnosing me with Cystic fibrosis -- CF.* (* Defined at the
end of the chapter.) Finally, there was a label for skirmishes with bronchitis, pneumonia, and
incessant malnutrition. The revelation must have tasted bittersweet to my bewildered parents.
The possibilities were endless for two such simple letters, CF: Controlled Flaw, Coupling Fault,
Caucasian Female, and many others. The abbreviation represented a vast understatement for
the upcoming ordeal.The prognosis for this terminal genetic disease was grim; my life
expectancy was predicted to be twelve years and the clock was ticking. Although I had been
diagnosed at one of New England’s premier medical facilities, their indifference towards treating
me verged on negligence. My parents were expected to whisk away their defective offspring
and await her death. It was a common attitude that surfaced throughout my childhood in the
medical community; I was not worth saving. Fortunately, complacent did not describe my
parents, and they waged war against CF with a dogged tenacity. They read what little medical
information was available and connected with a brilliant young CF specialist in New York City.
After surviving ten years in a Siberian Gulag, Dr. Celia Ores was also willing to stand up for



ostensibly hopeless cases. Akin to my parents, Celia possessed the essential ingredient for
success; she cared. Each patient was a human being that she endeavored to save when so
many had died. My parents’ greatest gift to me was their belief that Cystic fibrosis did not define
me. Their standing conviction was that I would determine my prospects, not the disease. They
had watched other CF youngsters restricted to a second-rate existence, and they were adamant
that my life would differ. Adhering to Dr. Ores’ advice, but against conventional wisdom, my
parents encouraged me to remain physically active. When I demonstrated an interest in riding
my sister’s pony, they eagerly supported the innocent hobby, unaware it would turn into a full-
blown passion. Over a span of thirty years, four special horses helped sculpt the framework of
my personality. As a child and teenager, I often despised Cystic fibrosis, and therefore myself.
Try as I might, the two could not be easily reconciled. My equine adventures habitually reflected
the inner turmoil I experienced living with a chronic disease. Often, I would attempt to bolt from
my emotional mayhem, comparable to my horses. But the lessons I learned from these Four
brought me intimately closer to the continuum between life and death, as they helped me cope
with a terminal illness. The first of the Four was Blue Chip, a devious Welsh Mountain pony who
had more native intelligence than any equine deserved or required. Quite often I bemoaned the
results of that uncanny brain. He was directly responsible for my bruised rump spending more
time on the ground than in the saddle. Ultimately, he honed my equestrian survival skills and
personally introduced me to injustice and loss.With some hard lessons garnered from Blue Chip,
I progressed to Mikado, who was a Quarter horse-Morgan misfit. Although Mik had talent
waiting to be unearthed, he was haunted by a strong insecure streak. Nevertheless, once I
tapped into his furtive heart, we had a multitude of personal triumphs. But akin to Blue Chip, our
connection was eventually severed. As my physique and ability increased, a more gifted animal
was desired, and I purchased Take the Heat. He was an angry ex-racehorse trapped in a
brilliantly athletic body. Our relationship evolved through countless miscommunications and
subsequent injuries, eventually synergizing far beyond my wildest dreams. But after a twenty-
year partnership, our fairy tale liaison came to the most heartrending close of all. The last of the
Four was an imported bay stallion from Spain, little Hero. I never thought I deserved such an
exotic fantasy horse, but together we achieved national acclaim. Although our time together was
destined to be fleeting, I was ultimately able to recognize and accept my true nature. But I can
still hear Hero’s confused and frantic whinnies as he was taken away.From childhood to middle-
age, my experiences with these Four indispensably fueled my spirit, preparing me in countless
ways for the life-long struggle against Cystic fibrosis. The painful failures and revelations from
these experiences, in addition to extraordinary moments of achievement and connection,
eventually extinguished my own propensity of BOLTing* from CF.Cystic fibrosis: A progressive,
terminal genetic disease that causes frequent lung infections and progressively limits the ability
to breathe over time. In people with CF, the defective gene also causes a thick, sticky buildup of
mucus in the pancreas, sinuses, GI tract, and other organs.BOLT: Bilateral Orthotopic Lung
Transplant. A double-lung transplant.Section I: BLue Chip1 CommencementThoughts were



scampering so quickly through my head that the very earth appeared to spin, and I clutched the
adjacent stall door for stability. My rational thought and emotions were diametrically opposed,
their reunification improbable. How could I make a choice?Before my covetous blue eyes stood
two ponies for sale. The first, aptly named Pollyanna, was a lovely bay* mare with a petite star*
spaced evenly between her kind and intelligent eyes. She was a 13.2 hand* Connemara*/
Thoroughbred* cross and her coat had a lustrous gleam, accentuating every line of her sleek
conformation. She was poetry in motion, possessing an energetic swinging walk, a light airy trot,
and a steady ground-covering canter akin to a metronome. She came with a temperament to
match; there wasn’t a buck or rear in her anywhere. The second candidate was a smaller 12.2
hand scruffy gray Welsh Mountain pony.* You could tell from the glint in his mischievous hazel
eyes that he was clever, perhaps too much so. Analogous to the mare, his conformation was
basically correct with legs that were straight and clean, a good shoulder angle, and a powerful
hind end. However, any additional resemblance halted without further ado. The gelding
possessed unruly salt and pepper feathers* sprouting from the top of his hooves up to his very
knees, harking back to his native heritage. His coat was coarser and had the unkempt yellowish
tinge that mud-loving grays often accrue. He was a tail-rubber, and the broken ends of his dock*
gave him a comic Rip-Van-Winkle look. Even his tapered little ears had coarse guard hairs
germinating from deep within. He stood in need of an extreme makeover.His eyes told the
history of a tough customer, and we would soon discover he came by his looks honestly. The
previous week he had dumped me off twice during my lessons with nary a by-your-leave. Given
that I had only ridden him three times, I was behind on the scoreboard. Purchasing him did not
appear to be a winning prospect. But there I stood, strangely indecisive. Any idiot with half an
ounce of common sense would have chosen the exquisite bay mare. However, at six years of
age, I felt a sense of kinship with the Welch’s innate wildness. I was also displeased he had
dumped me so casually and craved redemption. Since he was free while the taller mare was
not, it became a simple choice. He was deposited in our little red barn that very afternoon.The
gray was inexpensive for good reason; no one else wanted a scruffy older pony that had more
tricks in his bag than Houdini. He had a name more fitting for a horse twice his size: Crown
Ridge Blue Chip. Everyone called him Chipper, and how apt it was. I was to learn the hard way
that, at age fifteen, the gelding had little interest in honest work. For the first three years of our
partnership, he would literally buck, scrape, twist, or fling me off at every opportunity, which
frequently presented themselves. He was very athletic with a sporting mean streak; a
dangerous combination. Sometimes he wanted me off post-haste, while other days, he’d bide
his time, making me wonder when the hammer (or hoof) would drop. But it always did, and with
a vengeance. He had absolute control over our relationship, despite my best efforts. It would be
a long road full of bruises, hoof marks, scrapes, and some foul language. But ultimately, the little
pony taught me how to stick like glue.Chipper came with a cart and harness and was a
dependable driving pony. His only foible while pulling was his deathly fear of storm drains. No
matter how hard anyone tugged on the reins, tapped with the whip, or shouted into his pinned



ears, he would always move to the middle of the road to circumvent their dangerous clutches.
Occasionally, this was directly into the path of an oncoming car, which was distinctly
undesirable. As a young pony, Chipper had caught a hoof in a drain and was traumatized by the
experience. Considering my own history, I could completely understand his fears.Once Chipper
was settled into our family, it would have been difficult to extricate him for a multitude of reasons.
I think Dr. Ores’ advice to keep me active swayed my parent’s better judgement, and they
allowed the pony to remain. They envisioned horses and riding as terrific therapy, and they were
quite correct. I know they hoped and prayed that something would improve my prognosis. I was
only six years old and it had already been an uncertain journey.I had been in poor health since
birth. I was plagued with pulmonary infections that required repeated hospitalizations, each one
nibbling away at my lung capacity. My lack of digestive enzymes led to failure to thrive, leaving
me significantly more diminutive than my peers. I was always ravenous and ate constantly but
could not gain weight. The malabsorption caused chronic constipation and daily stomach pain.
Continual sinusitis and nasal polyps* would require surgery every other year. The only aspects
that CF didn’t seem to hamper were my motor and cognitive skills. Somehow, those forged
ahead undeterred.Established medical statistics predicted that I would not survive into my
teens, and many of my peers with CF did not. I needed any advantage I could muster, and I
often wonder if that’s what drew us to the little gray pony; his tough-as-nails character and
vibrant spirit that emanated from his eyes. Even as a small child, I could sense the potential for a
unique connection, although I had to struggle mightily to attain it. But for better or worse, Blue
Chip was now my problem and responsibility. The game was on; Chipper had arrived.Bay: A
brown horse with black “points” (mane, tail, forelock).Connemara: A pony breed originating in
Ireland, known for its athleticism, versatility, and good disposition.Dock: The solid upper part of
a horse’s tail.Feathers: Particularly long hair on the lower legs.Hand: A unit of measuring
horses. One hand equals four inches.Nasal polyps: Soft, painless, non-cancerous growths that
hang down like grapes from the lining of the nasal cavity.Star: A white patch on a horse’s
forehead, located between the eyes.Thoroughbred: A tall, lighter-boned athletic horse breed
most often used for horse racing and other horse sports. They are considered “hot blooded” and
bred for their agility, speed, and spirited temperament.Welsh Mountain Pony: A pony breed
thought to have derived from an old Celtic breed known for being hardy, sure-footed, refined,
and (overly!) intelligent.2 initiationFor the next three years I spent an unduly large percentage of
time attempting to handle and ride my ill-chosen beast. Congruently, my mother fantasized
about selling him for dog food. I was so far out of my league, it quickly ceased to be amusing.
There was no part of the riding process that was easily accomplished when it came to Blue
Chip. Assuming I could catch him, usually by luring him into his stall with grain, I then had to
tack him up.* Chipper was uncannily adept at refusing to take the bit. He’d raise his head well-
above my limited reach and whip it back and forth in a most unsavory fashion. Since I was so
small (I didn’t even register on the growth charts) I had to stand on a feed tub to bridle him. I
quickly learned to set up a semi-circle of buckets, so I could dance around, trying to stuff the



piece of metal past his clenched and unwilling incisors. The normal methodology of opening a
horse’s mouth (sticking a finger into the corner), was ineffective in this case. Chipper required
the insertion of an entire hand before he would surrender. That was scary business for a young
child. I had personally viewed how many sharp and yellowing teeth he possessed, and it didn’t
take much imagination to envision a stray chomp removing a digit. When all else failed, Chipper
would casually shove me off my bucket perch. More than once, I landed in a fresh steaming pile
of pony nuggets, which he seemed to produce in endless quantity.Chipper was also a
consummate bloater* when it came time to tighten the girth. He would stand in his stall, all four
feet braced, as though preparing for a cataclysmal impact. One eye and ear were always
carefully fixed upon my every move. The second I lifted the saddle flap to gain access to the
billet straps,* he would hold his breath for an impossibly long time. Multiple repetitions were
necessary before the girth would be snug. I finally learned to poke him in the belly or distract him
with food; Chipper’s penchant for eating was his Achilles heel.Once the reluctant pony was
saddled, I would try and position him next to an old green water bucket in his paddock; my
makeshift mounting block. However, ten feet short of the goal, Chipper’s hooves would
magically meld with the unassuming bare earth. No matter how hard I tugged, shouted, or
cajoled, he refused to approach the green monster. My thirty pounds was insignificant when
compared to his five hundred, and entirely insufficient to shift him. It was all a sham, of course. I
had watched him hopefully nuzzle the bucket every single day. Through trial and error, I learned
to mount Chipper while he was tied in his small run-in stall. The only difficulty with this strategy
involved his attempts to scrape me off on the door frame as we exited. As a matter of survival, I
learned to lift my legs and feet onto his neck and allow the saddle to get hammered instead of
my kneecaps. I only was caught unaware and knocked off twice; apparently a slow
learner.Mounting difficulties were followed by more serious gate confrontations. If I dared to
open it prior to climbing aboard, Chipper would rip the reins out of my bloodied hands and
disappear into the great unknown. It didn’t matter if Pony had a chain over his nose or a bit in his
mouth; he bolted with impunity, even with adults. He had perfected his technique: a body block
with his left shoulder combined with a certain head twist to the right, followed by rapid
acceleration. He exercised this talent frequently, especially when hungry. Given the regularity of
his naughty behavior, he was always starving. I could easily spend two hours trying to recapture
him, which he only permitted if his belly was full of grass. Unfortunately, he was one of those
hardy ponies who kept their weight normalized on air and bug spit and therefore received only a
flake* or two of hay per day. I sympathized with his position but only slightly. A fresh rope burn,
or bruised tailbone significantly diminishes a child’s compassion. If it was one thing Blue Chip
didn’t mind, it was short term discomfort for long-term caloric gain. He was indifferent to hauling
me around by his muzzle or mouth if I foolishly refused to let go and came along for the drag.
On days I managed to successfully mount the little trickster, I’d ask my mom or sister to open the
gate. If no one was available, I rode around the small dirt paddock. It was highly unsatisfying,
but I had little choice. Leading Chipper outside his corral by myself was tantamount to lunacy.



By age seven, I knew I would have to refine my techniques. Lack of cunning, on my part, was no
longer an option. I engaged the one tool that was always readily available: my
creativity.Chipper’s stall became fearfully hot during summer and I fancied tying him up in the
shade outside the barn. But that would involve leading him out of his paddock; a non-starter.
After some consideration, I clipped an old rope to his faded blue halter, ran it under the electric
fence, through the tie ring and back to me, employing it as a pulley system. With no small
amount of trepidation, I unhooked the gate. Sensing freedom and spring grass, Chipper
immediately bolted. But for the first time, I had the strength of leverage, and the rope brought
him up short. Refusing to acknowledge defeat, Chipper planted his legs against the tension with
his neck stretched forward to its utmost. He made me work for every inch of progress. To
increase the level of difficulty, he would suddenly attempt to dart left or right. It was like reeling in
a hooked marlin, as he alternated dashes for freedom with a stubborn refusal to move. His eyes
rolled unhappily at his predicament, knowing I had gained a modicum of control. I, on the other
hand, felt a sense of pride that I had never associated with horses before. Once Pony was
secured to the front of the barn, I was savvy enough to wrestle the bridle on underneath his
halter,* so I didn’t have to untie him. After mounting, I leaned forward and unbuckled the halter,
allowing it to drop onto the ground, and beamed with satisfaction. The one drawback to my
technique, which was not apparent until we returned, was that Chipper’s halter was now
inaccessible to my location atop the pony. When I dismounted to retrieve it, Chipper scuttled
away into the apple orchard, leaving me furiously spouting a few choice words. Deep down, I
knew that payback was inevitable. But it was still humiliating. That was Blue Chip to the core.
He was the smartest pony I have ever encountered and probably the most stubborn. There were
countless days where I would stomp inside after an abortive ride, tears of rage and frustration
streaking my face. I would be dirty, bruised, and upon occasion, bleeding. But a masochistic
part of me must have loved the challenge because I kept returning for additional abuse.
Although the pony was impossible on his bad days and merely troublesome on the good, I was
becoming very attached.Chipper had arrived during a particularly stagnant stretch of health. A
regimen of countless pills, nebulizers, special diet, Chest Physical Therapy (CPT)*, and frequent
hospital stays demarcated my existence from other children. Peers took note of my diminutive
stature and other anomalies, and in addition to the bullying, it set me apart in ways that I was
only beginning to understand. When my condition was especially poor, nebulizers and CPT
became a four-times-a-day painful drudgery. My mom would even leave work at lunchtime and
drive to my school to perform CPT in the nurse’s office. It sounded like I was being beaten and
passing children always stared and whispered. Continual, forceful coughing made the muscles
around my ribs and chest hurt, and the subsequent pounding on them was very uncomfortable.
I would have categorically resented CPT if it weren’t one-on-one time with my parents. My dad
went out of his way to make the boring ritual special. He would often challenge me with mental
math or tell stories from his childhood. With an eye on the future, he encouraged me to take
pride in my ability to handle the pain. Instinctively, he knew I would have to be exceptionally



tough and resilient to survive into my teenage years.My parents were both unbelievably
dedicated to maintaining my health and I was very blessed to have them on my team. But
having a child with CF in the family was still a challenge for everyone involved. Chipper was just
what we needed at this juncture; a little-understood, but visible force of nature that we rallied
together to withstand. Not so dissimilar from Cystic fibrosis, but the pony was more
tangible.Pollyanna, the vision of equine perfection, was sold to an ambitious young lady who
happened to be my sister’s best friend. She went on to win many championships over the
years. She was a lovely, talented pony, always safe and reliable. I’ve often considered the path
my life might have taken, had I not chosen the more demanding mount.When the bay mare was
outgrown and sold, her fortunes changed for the worse. She was purchased by an owner who
allowed that lustrous coat to become a matted dull mess overlaying fleshless bones; all perched
atop unkempt elfin* hooves.There are no guarantees, even for the stout of heart.Billet strap: The
leather straps that connect the saddle to the girth.Bloater: A horse that takes in a deep breath
just prior to the girth being tightened.CPT: A traditional airway clearance technique where the
patient is placed in certain positions, and their back, side, and chest are pounded to loosen up
lung secretions to be coughed out.Elfin Hooves: When a horse’s hooves are neglected, they
grow very long and turn up in front like elf shoes.Flake: A section of hay where the bale naturally
separates. Usually around four pounds with East Coast grass hay.Halter: A rope or strap placed
around the nose and head of the horse, used to lead or tie it.Tack up: Put on the saddle and
bridle.3 ExpirationIt was a particularly fine Saturday morning when my older sister and I saddled
up for a lengthy trail ride across town. We eagerly packed fruit and water in a modest rucksack,
our spirits fueled by the copious sunshine and knowledge of complete freedom. We walked and
trotted along the grassy verge of side roads, singing, laughing, and enjoying our time together. It
had been a perfect ride thus far, when we arrived at the overgrown trail head. We paused, letting
the ponies take a quick drink at a nearby brook, sourly coursing between disinterested banks.
Often, we had to turn back at this juncture, thanks to time constraints, but this day was more
flexible. As we descended towards the cooler woods, Chipper realized that we were not out for
our usual stroll, and continually attempted to turn for home. Thwarted by the stolid mare
blocking his path, he commenced to yanking intermittently at the reins and swishing his tail;
clear signs of equine agitation.When the trail expanded into an unkempt meadow, he bolted
forward with his usual style of little warning and abundant swerving, bucking, and head ducking.
It wasn’t long before he tossed my eight-year-old thirty-five-pound form effortlessly into the
sparsely dried grass. We were almost two miles from home, and I was bruised, scared,
and not too keen on remounting my little gray whirlwind. After he was recaptured, my sister
offered me the ride on her quiet pony, Cheval.Cheval had a reputation for extreme docility; a
pinto* mare who obeyed unquestioningly and would happily remain rooted for hours. She was
sweet and slow, and forever behind. Anything involving athleticism was strictly off-limits with
Cheval since she had a discernible left sickle hock*. The one time the mare had picked up the
left lead canter,* she had promptly fallen over. Jumps higher than two and a half feet were ill-



advised, given her conformational disability.But there was a definite appeal to a staid mount after
being unceremoniously tossed. Bleeders can’t be choosers. Gratefully accepting the change in
steeds, I hopped aboard and adjusted my stirrups. My sister mounted Chipper, who was clearly
displeased to have a stronger child onboard, and the ride continued. We walked and trotted for
over an hour, passing unobtrusively through an ancient hardwood forest which, by its very
majesty, commanded our respectful silence. The soft rhythmic thud of the ponies’ hooves was
mesmerizing. Once again, I felt secure and happy, the previous tumble forgotten. Then we
arrived at the top of a steep pinewood hill.The trail down was unusually treacherous and littered
with rocky debris, thanks to the ample spring run-off. Even on Cheval, the steady-eddy pony, I
was sensible enough to be intimidated. My sister and I hesitated and conferred, but the only
alternative route involved backtracking. We were supposed to be home by a specific time, and it
was rapidly approaching. There was definite pressure to continue onward.I swallowed hard and
allowed Cheval to follow Chipper’s vanishing rump, fear adding bite to my gripping legs. Half-
way down the grade, Cheval tried catch up with the more agile pony but slipped badly on her
weak left hind leg. She panicked and bolted down the slope as I scrabbled for mane. Just
before we reached the bottom, the tri-colored mare tripped and fell heavily to her knees.
Momentum and the sharp pitch were not our allies, and she literally went pinto head over heels.
Hanging on as tightly as I could (which in retrospect was a grave error) I flew with her. The last
thing I recollect was the weight of the world crashing down upon me.
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